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Abstract
The remarkable capabilities of 2D plasmonic surfaces in controlling optical waves have
garnered significant attention. However, the challenge of large-scale manufacturing of uniform,
well-aligned, and tunable plasmonic surfaces has hindered their industrialization. To address
this, we present a groundbreaking tunable plasmonic platform design achieved through
magnetic field (MF) assisted ultrafast laser direct deposition in air. Through precise control of
metal nanoparticles (NPs), with cobalt (Co) serving as the model material, employing an MF,
and fine-tuning ultrafast laser parameters, we have effectively converted coarse and non-uniform
NPs into densely packed, uniform, and ultrafine NPs (∼3 nm). This revolutionary advancement
results in the creation of customizable plasmonic ‘hot spots,’ which play a pivotal role in
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) sensors. The profound impact of this designable
plasmonic platform lies in its close association with plasmonic resonance and energy
enhancement. When the plasmonic nanostructures resonate with incident light, they generate
intense local electromagnetic fields, thus vastly increasing the Raman scattering signal. This
enhancement leads to an outstanding 2–18 fold boost in SERS performance and unparalleled
sensing sensitivity down to 10−10 M. Notably, the plasmonic platform also demonstrates
robustness, retaining its sensing capability even after undergoing 50 cycles of rinsing and
re-loading of chemicals. Moreover, this work adheres to green manufacturing standards, making
it an efficient and environmentally friendly method for customizing plasmonic ‘hot spots’ in
SERS devices. Our study not only achieves the formation of high-density, uniform, and ultrafine
NP arrays on a tunable plasmonic platform but also showcases the profound relation between
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plasmonic resonance and energy enhancement. The outstanding results observed in SERS
sensors further emphasize the immense potential of this technology for energy-related
applications, including photocatalysis, photovoltaics, and clean water, propelling us closer to a
sustainable and cleaner future.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: magnetic field manipulation, laser deposition, metasurface, SERS

1. Introduction

Plasmonic surfaces, with their ability to manipulate light at
the nanoscale through the arrangement of distributed metallic
nanostructures, hold immense significance in various energy
research fields [1]. These metallic nanostructures, function-
ing as nano-antennas on the 2D surfaces, interact with incid-
ent light, resulting in the resonant excitation of plasmons and
the formation of nanoscale ‘hot spots’ that can modify optical
wavefronts [2]. The extraordinary wavefront shaping capabil-
ities of plasmonic surfaces encompass a range of applications,
from super-lenses and electromagnetic shielding to optical
camouflage, holograms, and surface-enhanced Raman scat-
tering (SERS) platforms [3–9]. Of particular interest is the
ability to engineer plasmonic surfaces with precise control
over their micro-structural design to achieve desired function-
alities. SERS, for example, provides molecular diagnostics
through inelastic light scattering by molecular vibrations,
offering valuable ‘fingerprint’ information [10–13]. However,
the inherent limitation of conventional Raman spectroscopy
lies in its low scattering intensity, restricting its applications
for chemicals in low concentrations [14–16]. To address this
challenge, the SERS technique has been developed, utilizing
specially designed metallic patterns with high-curvature nano-
structures and gaps to significantly enhance light excitation of
surface plasma resonances [17]. The resulting confined elec-
tromagnetic fields (EFs) or ‘hot spots’ are believed to originate
from localized surface plasmons arising from the coupling of
light and surface patterns [18].

Key factors to optimizing SERS performance are the size
and compactness of nanoparticles (NPs). Smaller and more
compact NPs exhibit stronger plasmonic resonances as their
electrons oscillate more readily when subjected to light of spe-
cific frequencies. However, achieving tunable nanoscale ‘hot
spots’ on a large scale for SERS patterns remains a challen-
ging and insufficiently explored aspect of research. This calls
for intensified efforts toward green manufacturing approaches
that allow for precise control and scalability of such plas-
monic patterns. Considering the vast potential of plasmonic
platforms in various energy-related applications, including
photocatalysis, photovoltaics, and clean water, it is imperat-
ive to deepen our understanding and advance the fabrication
techniques of these materials. Emphasizing the controllab-
ility of micro-structural design and scalability in plasmonic
surfaces will undoubtedly drive significant advancements in
energy research, paving the way for sustainable and cleaner
technologies.

Laser processing could be an ideal alternative manufactur-
ing technique to overcome these metamaterial fabrication lim-
its. By pulsed laser manufacturing, laser shock peeing effects
would occur, and metallic nanostructures could be fast imprin-
ted on large-scale with enhanced surface plasma ‘hot spots’
[19, 20]. Liquid metal could also be massively processed
using pulsed-laser-induced shockwave [21], with fancily tuned
laser spot sizes. Periodical micro-structural liquid metal pat-
terns were synthesized asmechanically strong electric circuits.
Thus, laser techniques are able to provide a wide variety of
customized solutions by selecting the suitable wavelengths,
laser operation mode (pulsed or continuous-wave laser), laser
pulse width, laser energy, spot size, and frequency. However,
these previous studies were limited to a single material sys-
tem like aluminum foil or liquid metal. In plasmonic applic-
ations like SERS, composite systems are usually more func-
tional to provide abundant plasmonic ‘hot spots’. Considering
NP/carbon composites [22, 23], the metal NPs were usu-
ally assembled into compact arrays to provide enhanced sur-
face plasmon, while the carbon would serve as a backbone
to locate the NP arrays as green and affordable mechanical
supports. A discussion of the effect of particle size and its
effect on SERS continues to be of interest. The largest SERS
enhancement sites are situated in the nanoscale gaps between
NP dimers, and analytes adsorbed in these ‘hot spots’ are
thought to be responsible for most of the SERS signal [17,
24]. Increasing particle size decreases the final particle cover-
age, which diminishes the number of hot spots situated in the
SERS excitation area and thus decreases the signal [25]. At
the nanoscale, the plasmonic resonances of a particle can be
strongly influenced by its size and shape, as well as the mater-
ial it is made of. The plasmonic properties of a particle are
also affected by its proximity to other particles.When particles
are close together, their plasmons can interact with each other,
leading to additional resonances and new behavior. Sub-3 nm
NPs with a close and compact arrangement would have super-
ior plasmonic properties compared to larger or more dispersed
particles. This is because the small size of the particles and the
close proximity between them lead to stronger plasmonic res-
onances, which can result in enhanced optical absorption and
scattering of light. Additionally, the close arrangement of the
particles can result in novel optical phenomena, such as loc-
alized surface plasmon resonances, that are not observed in
larger or more dispersed particles. Overall, the superior plas-
monic properties of sub-3 nm NPs with a close and compact
arrangement would be one of the best choice to serve as metal
NP/carbon composite SERS devices.
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Paramagnetic NPs can be aligned using a magnetic field
(MF) by exploiting the magnetic dipole moment of the
particles. Paramagnetic NPs have a magnetic moment due
to their internal magnetic structure when interacts with an
external MF. When an MF is applied, the magnetic moments
of the particles will align with the field, leading to a change
in the overall magnetic properties of the particles. Recently,
we found that besides the in-situ converted cobalt embedded
carbon (Co@carbon) matrix on the bottom glass during laser
direct writing [26], a thin layer of the ultrafine yet dense 3 nm
Co NPs is attached on the confinement glass at the meantime.
We assume that ultrafast laser-induced well-aligned uniform
NPs could form strong photonic ‘hot spots’ and serve as plas-
monic surfaces in many applications including SERS sens-
ing. Herein, we further delve into formation of 2D plasmonic
metasurfaces by utilizing the deposited high-dense ultrafine
metal NP arrays on the top confinement glass, by MF assisted
ultrafast laser direct deposition (MAPLD). During ultrafast
laser irradiation, the laser plasma plume forms with high heat
and pressure. The metal-organic-framework (MOF) materi-
als are thus ablated, and converted by photochemical reac-
tions within this plasma plume. In the meantime, the Co NPs
and carbon species deposit on to the top confinement glass
by ultrafast pulsed laser deposition mechanism, forming uni-
form C@carbon thin film. Tunable plasmonic patterns could
be fancily written by a programmable scanning algorithm of
the laser configurations and controllable hydrophobicity could
be further designed by laser-induced dewetting (LDW) pat-
terns, laser factors, and the involvement of MF. Ultrafine yet
compact graphene-coated Co NPs are uniformly embedded
in the carbon and provide superior plasmonic ‘hot spots’.
SERS sensors are thus obtained without additional modific-
ation, while the bottom Co@carbon metamaterials are served
as advanced catalyst for electrochemical water splitting. The
‘turn-waste-into-value’ concept utilized here not only satisfies
the green chemistry standards, but also explores a new applic-
ation of the surface residues. This customized SERS sensor
from surface glass shows enhanced sensitivity, environmental
adaptivity, and reusability, providing a promising green man-
ufacturing technology for 2D plasmonic pattern fabrication on
a large scale.

2. Results and discussion

The fabrication of the tunable plasmonic surface was shown
in figure 1, and the detailed experimental description was
provided in supporting information. The precursor preparation
was as same as in our previous study [26]. In general, a ZIF-
67/N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone slurry was coated on 9 µm copper
foil and followed with drying at 100 ◦C for 12 h. The ZIF-
67 coated copper foil was sandwiched by two pieces of glass
slides and sealed tightly. An MF was introduced by placing
a strong magnet down below the bottom glass and the ultra-
fast 5 ps laser treatment was applied from the upper confine-
ment glass, as illustrated in figure 1(a). Other than the total
screening of the whole ZIF-67 samples for graphene coated
cobalt embedded carbon (G@Co@carbon) metamaterials, the
scanning algorithm was also programmed to three different

pattern structures (PSz): honeycomb (HC), re-entrant hon-
eycomb (RH), and chiral truss (CT) for different structural
hydrophobicity purposes. A thin uniform ca. 50 µm thickness
of G@Co@C patterns (figure 1(b)) was then deposited on the
top confinement glass and was peeled off with washing and
drying process. Figure 2 presented detailed SEM images of
the top surface for the coated glass. In general, the involvement
of MF generated a more uniform particle distribution together
with the higher laser energy. Therefore, ultrafine yet compact
Co NP arrays were obtained in these laser patterns under the
guidance of MF manipulation, as shown in figure 1(c). The
final products were named by their patterns with laser energy
and MF existence, as PS-X or PS-XM. PS could be HC, RH,
and CT while X stood for laser condition. Naming with M
indicated the product was processedwithMF involvement. For
example, CT-1hM means a chiral truss plasmonic pattern pro-
cessed by the highest laser energy under the MF. Full naming
details are displayed in table S1.

In this report, the MAPLD could be closely related to
the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) process, as demonstrated
in figure 1(d) and the schematic comparison of PLD with
MAPLD in figure S2. The ZIF-67 precursor and the top con-
finement glass could be treated as the target and the substrate in
the PLD process, respectively. When the ultrafast 5 ps pulsed
laser shot in and was absorbed by the ‘target’ ZIF-67, the laser
energy was converted to electronic excitation and then into
thermal, chemical, and mechanical energy. The MF further
enhanced the phenomena and promoted the resulting evapor-
ation, ablation, and exfoliation. Besides the in-situ conversion
of Co/carbon metamaterials, the ejected Co NPs and carbon
species in the plasma plume expanded onto the ‘PLD sub-
strate’, the top confinement glass, forming thin films of CoNPs
with carbon patterns. High resolution transmission electron
microscope (HR-TEM) images again supported the import-
ance of MF. Without MF, coarse G@Co NPs were observed
(figure 1(e)). The MF successfully manipulated the Co NP
formation and spatial arrangement, where dense and com-
pact G@Co NPs were clearly seen in the HR-TEM images
in figure 1(f). Figures 2(g) and (h) provided more HR-TEM
images about PS-12M and PS-11M. The mechanism of MF-
induced finer NPs is that the Co NPs are ‘cut’ by the MF and
formed smaller sizes. Atomic forcemicroscope (AFM) images
in figures 2(i) and (j) gave surface structure details of the PS-h
and PS-hM samples. The MF again took control over the Co
NP formation and distribution for the surface morphology.

Compared with a typical PLD process where sophisticated
sample/gas preparation, high-vacuum or inert atmosphere,
long time, and high energy consumption were required, our
MAPLD process was in one step, fast (5 cm × 5 cm within
10 s), and was carried out in ambient conditions. Since the
laser-converted ZIF-67 on the bottom glass was proven to
be an excellent Co@C composite catalyst for electrochem-
ical water-splitting, we extended the deposited Co@C on the
upper glass with tunable pattern design for plasmonic applic-
ations for the maximization usage of precursor materials,
which resulted in almost zero waste. This unique ultrafast laser
deposition technique is not only eco-friendly but also takes
full use of the precursors which could maximize the overall
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Figure 1. Fabrication of the tunable plasmonic surface by MAPLD. (a) Experimental setup for tunable MAPLD. (b) Top layer is collected
as a plasmonic surface. (c) The extracted Co NPs are well-aligned by MF in the surface pattern. (d) Schematic illustration of the importance
of MF during laser processing. HR-TEM images of (e) without MF and (f) with MF under high laser energy.

margin profit by getting two products from one single man-
ufacturing process. The methodology used here might give a
deeper insight into the fabrication process optimization and
green manufacturing standards.

The particle movements with/without MF during the
MAPLD process were simulated by COMSOL Multiphysics
to investigate the MF-manipulated NP assembly mechanism,
and the results were displayed in figure 3. In the case of ZIF-
67 treatment without the application of an MF, the charged
particles emitted following laser excitation exhibit unidirec-
tional motion, ultimately resulting in their sparsely distrib-
uted deposition on the upper glass substrate. In contrast, the
paramagnetic Co clusters, when subjected to the influence of
the MF, undergo a controlled circular motion around the cen-
ter of the laser spot. This manipulation of charged particles
within the plasma plume leads to a reduction in the distance
traveled by particles ejected with the same initial velocity,

resulting in a more compact and finely distributed deposition
pattern on the upper glass substrate. For more comprehens-
ive insights, detailed simulation procedures and outcomes are
elaborated upon in the supporting information. Additionally,
we have provided full-length videos in the supplementary
information (videos S1 and S3), along with figure S3, which
offer a closer examination of plasma expansion during the
ultrafast LDW process, both from frontal and top perspect-
ives. In these videos, the plasma plume originating from the
laser spot displays a scattered pattern throughout space, res-
ulting in a disorganized central-scattered plume. In contrast,
the MAPLD process, as depicted in videos S2, S4, and figure
S4, demonstrates a vertically oriented plasma plume move-
ment, primarily driven byMFmanipulation.Within this desig-
nated vertical plasma plume, Co and carbon species are more
uniformly deposited on the upper glass substrate compared to
scenarios without MF involvement. The MF-induced circular
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Figure 2. Microstructure characterization metal nanoparticles (NPs) after MAPLD and PLD without magnetic field (MF). SEM images of
(a) PS-hM, (b) PS-mM, (c) PS-lM and their counterpart without MF: (d) PS-h, (e) PS-m, and (f) PS-l; HR-TEM images of (g) PS-mM and
(h) PS-lM; AFM images of (i) PS-h and (j) PS-hM.

movement effectively repositions the Co NPs into a finer and
more compact assembly. This refined assembly configuration
provides a greater density of plasmonic ‘hot spots,’ which, in
turn, enhances SERS sensitivity compared to situations where
MF manipulation is absent.

To investigate the optical mechanisms behind the graphene-
coated Co NPs, finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) sim-
ulations were carried out using FDTD Solutions soft-
ware (Lumerical Co. Ltd). Detailed simulation setups are
provided in supporting information. Figures 4(a) and (b)
were the proposed model for PS-h, PS-hM, and their

corresponding electric field (EF) enhancements were calcu-
lated in figures 4(c) and (d), respectively. According to the
HR-TEM results, the PS-h was set as three-coarse G@Co NPs
with sizes of 5, 10, and 15 nm, and the PS-hM was set as
aligned 3 × 4 G@Co NP arrays with uniform sizes of 3 nm.
The normalized EF intensity distributions in the x–y planes
of PS-h were around two times lower than that of the PS-
hM, as the max EF intensity is 1.6 and 3.3 for PS-h and PS-
hM, respectively. High EF intensity, as the ‘hot spots’ in the
red bar, was rarely seen in PS-13 because of the coarse Co
NPs. The MF-aligned uniform Co NPs in PS-hM, however,
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Figure 3. Top view of simulated particle movements with/without MF under different time scale.

provided abundant ‘hot spots’ at the intersections of Co NPs
due to the enhanced plasmonic effects of ordered metal NP
assembly [14, 18, 25]. This as-synthesized uniform, reliably
and stable metasurface is critical for practical application of
SERS substrates.

Figures 4(e) and (f) provided the SERS spectra of
10−10 mol l−1 (M) RhB aqueous solution loaded PS samples
without MF and withMF, respectively. The black baseline was
the bare sample, 10−8 M RhB loaded on glass. All metas-
urfaces showed enhanced Raman signals for the detection of
RhB with a relatively low concentration of 10−8 M, and PS-
M samples with much higher enhancements. One of the signal
peaks of RhB, 1 649 cm−1, was selected to better understand
the influence of laser energy and MF involvement. Figure S5
plotted the SERS intensities at 1649 cm−1 of all PS samples
and their corresponding Raman intensity/RhB ratio. Higher
laser energy density and the existence of MF could contribute
to higher SERS signal enhancements. PS-hM had the highest
SERS signals, which was an 18 fold increment compared to
bare RhB and almost a two-fold increment compared to PS-
h, the sample without MF but under the same laser condi-
tions. A brief schematic of the reason for SERS enhancement
was described in figure S6. The MF-manipulated ultrafine yet
compact NPs were crucial to introducing active sites for plas-
monic applications and the SERS mapping was carried out
to examine their uniformity. Figure S7 presented the SERS
signals at 1649 cm−1 of MF-manipulated metasurfaces and
figure S8 for metasurfaces without MF, countering the bare
RhB sample. Weak RhB signals could be detected in the bare
RhB@Glass sample while all RhB@PS-M samples were ‘hot’
with RhB signals. Regular PS sample still showed decent
SERS enhancement, especially when the laser energy is high
at PS-h. Overall, these findings fitted well with our previous
assumptions and FDTD simulations: higher laser energy and
MF manipulation would lead to finer and denser Co NPs,

and these well-aligned compact NP arrays could significantly
enhance the plasmonic ‘hot spot’ that could benefit a lot of
plasmonic devices like SERS sensors. In addition, we have
conducted measurements of the absorption spectrum under
different processing conditions using a spectrum photometer
(figure S9). Our results clearly demonstrate that the absorption
of the Co NP-based platform is substantially lower under con-
ditions without the application of an MF, specifically in cases
PS-11 and PS-12. These findings strongly corroborate the
notion that the presence of an MF significantly enhances the
optical absorption characteristics of the plasmonic platform.
Consequently, this enhancement contributes to an improved
surface plasmonic resonance, which is pivotal for optimizing
the performance of SERS.

The low optical absorption of Co NPs at 633 nm, a
wavelength commonly used in SERS, is noteworthy. This
study explores a novel aspect of SERS by investigating the
SERS performance of the graphene/Co structure under an MF,
which reveals a significantly higher enhancement compared
to non-MF conditions, primarily due to the unique nanostruc-
ture after MAPLD. This nanostructure features an ultrahigh
density of uniformly distributedmetal particles with ultrasmall
gaps between them. While materials like Co are not typic-
ally considered ideal for traditional SERS due to their low
optical absorption, the application of an MF-controlled laser
processing in MAPLD overcomes this limitation, resulting
in a highly sensitive SERS substrate. This underscores the
potential utility of CoNPs within a specific context. Moreover,
our study seeks to explore alternative materials for SERS bey-
ond traditional Ag and Au NPs, which is much more expens-
ive than earth abundant materials such as Co. It is important to
note that Co NPs represent just one selection and may not be
universally ideal for SERS. Our platform holds applicability
to a variety of metals and alloys that may offer superior SERS
performance compared to Co. In addition, the enhancement
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Figure 4. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations for optical property of graphene-coated metal NPs. Model setup for (a) PS-h
and (b) PS-hM and their simulated corresponding electric field intensity distribution in the X–Y plane in (c) and (d), respectively. SERS
spectra of RhB-loaded plasmonic surfaces: (e) without MF and (f) with MF.

of Raman scattering can be significantly attributed to the
graphene coating on the Co NPs. It is important to note that
in both scenarios, whether an MF is applied or not, the Co
NPs consistently feature a graphene coating, highlighting the
magnetically induced nanostructure as the key factor in the
observed SERS enhancement. This exceptional nanostructure
leads to a remarkable SERS enhancement, exceeding 18 times,
largely influenced by the presence of an MF.

Another key feature of laser processing is the ability to pro-
gram the scanning algorithms and the adaptability to precisely
switch laser conditions during laser irradiation. Since different
laser conditions and theMF involvement have proven to be dir-
ect factors that could regulate and control the final products’
SERS performance, the SERS signals for the intersection of
two different metasurfaces were studied to better design the
hybrid metasurface structures. As shown in figure S9, three
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Table 1. Water contact angles of the plasmonic surfaces. The HC, RH, and CT patterns are shown in the upper section.

Honeycomb Re-entrant honeycomb Chiral truss

vertical lines were plasmonic patterns lased from low to high
energy without MF. Three lateral lines were plasmonic pat-
terns lased from low to high energy with MF, marked as lM,
mM, and hM, respectively. The six lines were then loaded
with 10−10 M RhB as SERS sensors and the intersections of
each two lines were studied by Raman SERSmapping. Figures
S9(b)–(j) were SERS intensities at 1649 cm−1 of the intersec-
tions of hM-h, hM-m, hM-l; mM-h, mM-m, mM-l; and lM-
h, lM-m, lM-l, respectively. A clear boundary could be seen
for hM-l, mM-l, and lM-l, presenting the importance of laser
energy and MF manipulation of Co NPs. Only under the MF
influence, the orientation of NPs could be controlled in the car-
bonmatrix to the well-alignedNP arrays. TheNPs, which have
a net magnetic moment due to their magnetic anisotropy, align
themselves with the MF, resulting in an anisotropic distribu-
tion of NPs within the carbon matrix. The desirable plasmonic
platform was then produced under the highest laser input
with MF.

Nevertheless, a major problem is reproducibility: often the
SERS signal differs among different nanostructures (or loc-
ations on the support) due to variation in morphologies of
nanostructures [27–29]. Besides, the SERS enhancements are
not uniform in real samples, and only a few sites exhibit
the highest SERS enhancement. On the other hand, only
molecules located (usually<2 nm)within the ‘hot spots’ could
contribute to the overall SERS signals. Therefore, both (1) the
uniformity of hot spots on backbone patterns and (2) the well
distribution of molecules on these corresponding ‘hot spots’
are necessary to achieve high-sensitive and reliable plasmonic
surfaces.

With these findings in mind, we started the customiza-
tion of metasurface structures, and the relationship between

three surface patterns: HC, RH and CT, and their hydrophobi-
city were studied. Detailed water contact angle photos were
available in supporting information, from figures S10–S12,
and their water contact angles were calculated and presen-
ted in table 1. Generally, CT structures had the lowest water
contact angles which mean more hydrophilic, and HC struc-
tures tended to be more hydrophobic. RH structures sit in the
middle of CT and HC structures. Furthermore, higher laser
energy also increased their hydrophobicity, mainly due to
higher graphitic crystallinity in the carbon backbone which is
highly hydrophobic. From regular SERS testing results, higher
laser energy and MF-manipulation could achieve better SERS
enhancements, like PS-hM. However, combining the results
from SERS and water contact angle measurements, PS-hM
might not be an ideal candidate for aqueous solution-based
SERS sensing because of the uneven loading of active materi-
als. Special attention should be given, and designated solutions
were needed to overcome this issue.

A multi-scale engineered hybrid SERS pattern design was
developed to empower the best SERS sensing platform, PS-
hM, with customized hydrophilicity. Owing to the flexibil-
ity of laser processing features, the laser power could be pre-
cisely controlled during each step of the process. Herein, we
proposed a two-scale hybrid SERS pattern by combing the
most SERS sensing PS-hM and the most hydrophilic PS-l,
together with the aforementioned three metastructures: HC,
RH, and CT. As shown in figures 5(a)–(c), the SERS patterns
were divided into two parts: lateral scanning and vertical scan-
ning for the scanning algorithm. One side of the scanning
was conducted by high laser energy, with MF, serving as the
SERS sensing platform. The other side of the scanning was
laser processed by low laser energy without MF, aiming to
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Figure 5. Water contact angles of various multi-scale engineered hybrid metasurfaces. (a) HC-hM/l, (b) RH-hM/l, and (c) CT-hM/l.

Figure 6. Reusable testing of CT-hM/l. (a) The schematic of the RhB rinsing process. (b) Raman spectra for the rinsed CT-hM/l after 25
and 50 cycles. (c) SERS signals for the RhB re-loaded CT-hM/l after 25 and 50 cycles.

adjust the hydrophobicity of overall metasurface patterns. The
pristine water contact angles for HC-hM, RH-hM, and CT-hM
were 36.8, 39.6, and 30.8◦, respectively. After the multi-scale
engineering design, the water contact angles were regulated to
33.2, 24.8, and 21.9◦, respectively. The angles were reduced
by 9.8%, 37.4%, and 28.9% for HC, RH, and CT, respectively.
This multi-scale engineering design successively regulated the
hydrophobicity by adjusting the water contact angles from 20◦

to 40◦, with the combination of three pattern designs by one-
step MAPLD in air. With the help of improved hydrophilicity,
the Raman spectra were taken back to check the potential loss
of SERS sensitivities.

The reusability of the SERS sensing platform remains one
of the key issues that prevent its widespread applications.

Typically, SERS sensors are delicately fabricated by assem-
bling metal NPs with supporting substrates like graphene or
other 2D materials. Such composite systems are usually fra-
gile and could only be loaded with sensing objectives once
because the delicate structures might be reformed after rins-
ing by breaking the weak van der Waals force. Our MAPLD
provided an ultimate solution to reuse the plasmonic metasur-
faces as the Co NPs were tightly deposited on the glass sub-
strate and were further ‘glued’ by the graphene coating, as the
result of similar PLD mechanism. The as-tested RhB-loaded
CT-hM/l was chosen to perform the cyclability for it is super-
ior water wettability. As shown in figure 6(a), the CT-hM/l
was first loaded with RhB, followed by initial SERS sensing
tests. The RhB-loaded CT- hM/l was then rinsed with water
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to remove RhB. Raman spectra were carried out to exam-
ine the metasurface integrity of the rinsed CT- hM/l at this
step, presented in figure 6(b). The rinsed CT-hM/l was then
re-loaded with RhB for the second cycle, and the process was
repeated 50 times and the 25th and 50th SERS signals were
given in figure 6(c). From figure 6(b), the D/G peak ratio of
carbon materials remains unchanging, stating the rinsing pro-
cess was damage-free and the CT-hM/l was super stable and
robust [30–32]. The 25th and 50th cycle’s SERS signals in
figure 6(c) also remained similar and this well supported the
reusability of our robust plasmonic patterns.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we demonstrated scalable manufacturing of
tunable plasmonic patterns by the MF manipulated ultra-
fast laser direct writing in air. Under the MF manipulation,
the growth of the extracted Co clusters was terminated once
reached their critical magnetic size of 3 nm. Afterward, the
3 nm ultrafine Co NPs were aligned by MF in spatial distri-
bution for forming a dense compact in the carbon matrix on
the top glass as robust plasmonic ‘hot spots’. The laser scan-
ning algorithm, laser conditions, and the MF involvements
were introduced as three major factors to design the multi-
scale hybrid plasmonic platform. Firstly, single-scale plas-
monic surfaces were loaded with RhB as SERS sensors to
explore their plasmonic performances. Secondly, water con-
tact angle tests were carried out to derive the relationship
between hydrophobicity and plasmonic enhancement of these
metasurfaces. Thirdly, the most plasmonic sensitive PS-hM
and the most hydrophilic PS-l were integrated via a two-scale
engineered hybrid design by splitting the whole laser scanning
algorithm into two parts. The resultant hybrid CT-hM/l system
presented adjustable hydrophobicity which could be served
in various detection environments. Finally, the hybrid SERS
platform, CT-hM/l was rinsed and re-loaded with RhB for
50 cycles, and its SERS performance remained unchanging,
proofing to be a reusable yet robust SERS sensor. Overall,
our tunable MAPLD in air meets the green manufacturing cri-
teria and turns ‘waste’ into ‘value. The as-synthesized multi-
scale hybrid plasmonic platform shows customized hydro-
phobicity and plasmonic ‘hot spots’, owing to the feasibil-
ity of laser processing and MF-manipulation. The plasmonic
resonance effect in SERS sensors is directly linked to the
significant energy enhancement observed in the Raman scat-
tering signal. By harnessing the unique capabilities of plas-
monic nanostructures to generate intense local electro MFs,
SERS has become a powerful analytical tool with widespread
applications in diverse fields due to its exceptional sensitivity
and selectivity. The remarkable outcomes witnessed in SERS
sensors underscore the vast potential of this technology in
driving energy-related applications toward a sustainable and
cleaner future. Its transformative capabilities extend to diverse
fields, such as photocatalysis, photovoltaics, and clean water,
offering promising avenues for efficient and environmentally
friendly energy solutions.
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